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INDEX-BASED LIVESTOCK TAKAFUL (IBLT) 
Summary of Key Features (Wajir forage contract) 

 
The risk: 

Index-Based Livestock Takaful (IBLT) is a product that is designed to protect against prolonged 
forage scarcity. IBLT triggers payment to pastoralists to help maintain their livestock in the face of 
severe forage scarcity. 

 
The index:  

The index in IBLT is a measure that compares the total amount of forage available across the 
contract season with the historic average forage availability of that season. It measures the forage 
condition over a defined time period and it is calculated by using a measure of pasture availability 
that is recorded by satellites, called the Normalized Differenced Vegetation Index (NDVI). The index 
compares the observed NDVI over a particular season, with the observed NDVI over a given 
historical period. 

 
Contract strike level: 

The index threshold below which payouts must be made is called the strike level. Supposing the 
forage conditions are ranked from 1- 100 with 1 being the worst and 100 the best. The strike level is 
then set such that if the forage conditions for the current contract season is ranked 20 and below, 
the contract will pay out. Therefore, the strike level is set at the 20th percentile. In other words, IBLT 
will compensate if the forage condition will fall below the worst 20 percentile of seasonal pasture 
levels in the contract area.   

 
Geographical coverage of contract:   

The Larger Wajir District will be covered by thirteen separate contracts. These are based on the 
new divisional boundaries consisting of Buna, Central Wajir, Bute, Wajir-bor, Diif, Eldas, Griftu, 
Gurar, Tarbaj, Habaswein, Kutulo, Sabuli and Hadado. 
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Figure 1. IBLT Geographical Coverage 2014 
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The Significance of Geographical Clustering:  

The index – cumulative deviation of forage availability – is given at the division level.  That means 
that Buna, Central Wajir, Bute, Wajir-bor, Diif, Eldas, Griftu, Gurar, Tarbaj, Habaswein, Kutulo, 
Sabuli and Hadado could all have a different index level. Because Takaful Livestock Cover payments 
are made according to the index level, this means that IBLT may make different payments across all 
the divisions. Every Takaful participant within the same division however, will receive the same rate 
of payment (if the index is below the strike or trigger) 

As is explained below, the premiums are different in all divisions of Wajir 

 
Contract Contributions: 

Contributions are different in the different divisions due to the differences in the type of livestock 
they keep in the area as well as the forage conditions in the same: (Sum insured*Contribution rate) 

These rates are applied to the value of the herd to be insured in order to give the amount that that 
must be paid for Livestock Takaful. 

The contribution rates for Wajir for January/February 2015 are as follows: 

Table 1: January/ February 2015 Rate card for IBLT 

Divisions Premiums Kshs per TLU 
 

Cattle Camel Goats/Sheep 
BUNA 8.66% 1212 1697 121 
CENTRAL WAJIR 7.76% 1086 1520 109 
BUTE 8.07% 1130 1582 113 
WAJIR-BOR 8.89% 1244 1742 124 
DIFF 8.60% 1204 1685 120 
ELDAS 6.19% 866 1212 87 
GRIFTU 3.72% 521 729 52 
GURAR 9.34% 1307 1830 131 
TARBAJ 8.90% 1246 1745 125 
HABASWEIN 9.20% 1288 1803 129 
KOTULO (WAJIR) 8.67% 1214 1699 121 
SEBULE 10.51% 1472 2060 147 
HADADO 3.52% 493 690 49 
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Insurable Livestock Unit: 

For an asset protection contract, the insurable unit will be the amount of money required to keep 
an animal alive over a given season in a stressful year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Time Coverage of IBLT 

For the asset protection contract 

For the asset protection contract the potential payout is made at the mid -August and mid -
February for the long rain and long dry season and short rain and short dry season respectively.   

This is because; we are looking at the seasonal forage production during the rainy period which is 
from March to June for the long rain long dry. The satellite will be calculating this forage production 
for that period. The month of July will allow for calculations for potential payouts in mid – August. 
Similarly, we are looking at the seasonal forage production from October until December in the 
short rain short dry period. The satellite will be calculating this forage production for that period. 
The month of January will allow for calculations for potential payouts in mid - February  

.  

 

 

 

 

To arrive at a value for the insured herd, the four livestock types will be transformed into a standard livestock unit 
known as a Tropical Livestock Unit (TLU). TLU is calculated as follows: 
 

o 1 Cattle = 1 TLU.  
o 1 Camel = 1.4 TLU.  
o 1 goat/sheep = 0.1 TLU.   

 
The examples below show two different herd sizes and how they can be calculated into TLU: 
 

Example 1. If you would like to insure 3 cattle and 20 goats/sheep,  
your TLU insured is 3×1 + 20×0.1 = 5 TLU. 
 
Example 2. If you would like to insure 4 cattle, 7 camel, and 12 goats/sheep,  
your TLU insured is 4×1 + 7×1.4 + 12×0.1 = 15 TLU. 

 
Value of the Insured Herd: 

Once total TLU are calculated, you need the amount required to keep 1 TLU alive during a 
stressful season in a given year. Using the average prices for keeping the livestock alive across 
Wajir, we have arrived at a set price per TLU insured of Ksh 14,000.  
Using the examples above, the total value to keep the livestock alive is as follows: 

 
Example 1: 5 TLU x 14,000 = Ksh 70,000 
 
Example 2: 15 TLU x 14,000 = Ksh 210,000 
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Figure 2: Temporal Structure of IBLT asset protection contract 
 

 
 

Historical Payouts 

 

 
 
For more information visit our website at http://livestockinsurance.wordpress.com/  


